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Key Principles Vol 8 Putting Process 20 ChaptersChapter 1: Take The Wrists Out"There is no

room for hand or wrist action when putting – the putter should be controlled entirely by a

rocking motion in your shoulders."Chapter 2: Arc Putting Stroke"One key to mastering the arc

stroke is to release the putter through impact."Chapter 3: Basics When Putting"The path to

lower scores runs through your putter."Chapter 4: Ball Against Collar"Turning the putter on its

toe raises the heel end so that it travels upward, above the level of the collar, on the

backstroke."Chapter 5: Fat Or Thinner Grips?"In putting, some grip thicknesses are directly

designed to help match some putting strokes and others to help out with a particular putting

fault."Chapter 6: Blade vs Mallet Putters"How a putter looks and feels is every bit as important

as its technology."Chapter 7: Long Putts"When you face a long putt – something in excess of

forty or fifty feet – you immediately think about getting off the green in just two putts."Chapter 8:

The Claw Grip"Changing grip technique is another popular slump-buster."Chapter 9: Leaving

Putts Short"Speed control is the most important element of good putting."Chapter 10: Pulling

Your Putts"One of the best ways to improve your putting is to look for patterns."Chapter 11:

Cross Handed Putting Grip"Learning to putt Cross-Handed is a pretty dramatic change from

putting with a traditional grip, but you won’t be starting from scratch."Chapter 12: The

“Yips”"Whenever a person is unable to start or complete a movement he has practiced many

times before, it could be described as a yip."Chapter 13: Decelerating Stroke"A decelerating

putter is the cause of most pulls."Chapter 14: Different Grip Styles"The clubface angle at

impact has about 85% influence on the starting direction of the golf ball."Chapter 15: Fast

Greens"More hand action while you are putting will almost always mean poor results."Chapter

16: Firm Left Wrist"Once you've got the proper grip, you want to ensure that the left wrist does

not break down and let the right hand take over during the stroke."Chapter 17: Three-Putt

Problems"Reasons for frequent three-putts vary, but often come down to poor speed."Chapter

18: Flat Palms"A good way to get the feel for a palms-facing grip is with a standard

ruler."Chapter 19: Putting On Windy Days"The wind can also affect the speed of your putts,

either slowing the ball down when putting into the wind or speeding it up when putting

downwind."Chapter 20: Pushing Putts"While most golfers who struggle with pushing putts have

a mechanical flaw in their technique, pushed putts can be a mental problem."No matter how far

you hit your driver, how accurately you play iron shots, or how deftly you chip and pitch, golf is

all about getting the ball in the hole. That means the shortest club in the bag – the putter,

standard length 35” – plays an oversized role in determining your success. Statistics bear this

out. Most golfers, including pros, use the putter for about 40% of all shots in a typical round. No

other club comes close. If your average score is 90, you’ll take about 36 putts per 18 holes. For

pros, the figures are closer to 70 and 28. Is the stat misleading? A little, since it counts tap-ins

that require practically no skill to make. But the fact remains – if you want to shave strokes from

your score, the green is the first place to go. This book on the Putting Process was written by

experts and, covers every aspect of this delicate art-slash-science. Fundamental putting tips

are treated with exacting detail: developing a proper grip; aligning your body, eyes, and

clubface; accelerating the putter through impact. We offer putting tips lessons on finer points,

like reading the green’s break and putting on bumpy surfaces, and discuss alternatives to

conventional putting methods (e.g., cross-handed grip).
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PuttsTHANKSIntroductionPutting Process Vol 8In this book, you will find the best-putting tips to

help improve your golf game. No matter how far you hit your driver, how accurately you play

iron shots, or how deftly you chip and pitch, golf is all about getting the ball in the hole. That

means the shortest club in the bag – the putter, standard length 35” – plays an oversized role

in determining your success.Statistics bear this out. Most golfers, including pros, use the putter

for about 40% of all shots in a typical round. No other club comes close. If your average score

is 90, you’ll take about 36 putts per 18 holes. For pros, the figures are closer to 70 and 28.Is

the stat misleading? A little, since it counts tap-ins that require practically no skill to make. But

the fact remains – if you want to shave strokes from your score, the green is the first place to

go. This book on the Putting Process was written by experts and, covers every aspect of this

delicate art-slash-science.Fundamental putting tips are treated with exacting detail: developing

a proper grip; aligning your body, eyes, and clubface; accelerating the putter through

impact.We offer putting tips lessons on finer points, like reading the green’s break and putting

on bumpy surfaces, and discuss alternatives to conventional putting methods (e.g., using a “no-

peek” stroke or cross-handed grip). Having the right equipment is critical, too, and you’ll find

advice on everything from standard and long putters to heavy clubheads to extra-thick grips.Of

course, we also tackle the most common putting ailments, like deceleration, excessive wrist

action, and the dreaded “yips.” Finally, you’ll find numerous drills designed to improve your

stroke path, tempo, and more.Until you’re holing every putt inside 10 feet, lagging every long

one close and going months without a three-putt, there are always strokes to be gained on the

greens.%Æ%Æ%ÆCopyright: All content found here is original work exclusive to Thomas Golf Inc. and is

strictly protected. No portion of any chapter may be used or re-published by another

party.AcknowledgmentsThomas Golf Inc."The Most Accurate Clubs On Earth!" Premium Golf

Equipment with Patented Shot Accuracy Technology and Guaranteed Custom Fitting and

Performance.If you rather learn about the game through video rather than written content? No

problem! has a wide range of videos (over 10,000) for you to view.Chapter 1:There are many

ways to get the ball into the hole and when studying the top professionals putting technique,

this is extremely evident.However, one thing they mostly all have in common is a firm left wrist

at impact and putting strokes driven not by flicking the wrists but by the arms and

shoulders.Flicking the wrists through impact can not only get a putt starting offline but also can

add unwanted fluctuations in power, both increases, and decreases, leading to putts finishing

past and short of the hole.In general, top players have removed a 'wristy' action from their

armory and replaced it with a stroke that sees the hands, wrists, arms, and shoulders working

as one unit.Here are three ways to help take the wrists out of the putting stroke.Left wrist

towards the target. This is something advocated by short game god Phil Mickelson and should

help players whose left wrist breaks down through impact. When putting, feel like the back of

the left wrist (for right-handed golfers) remains in front of the clubhead through impact and

remains in front whilst the player pushes it down the target line.Keep the triangle. Set up in your



putting stance facing a full-length mirror at home or at your practice facility. Look up and see

how the arms and the line of the shoulders form a triangle shape. The hands and the club

should hang down from the point of the triangle. Whilst looking in the mirror, rock the shoulders

back and through, try to keep the same triangle shape between the shoulders, arms, and club

throughout the stroke. This should help eliminate too much wrist break during the stroke,

making for a more consistent pace and direction to putts.Ruler drill. This drill does require

either a wristwatch or an elastic band to be worn on the left wrist. When getting set up to the

ball, slip a ruler or pen down the back of the wristwatch, in between the watch face and the

back of the left wrist.When getting set up for the putt, the ruler or pen should be held in place

by the watch and the wrist, but should not put any pressure on either the back of the left hand

or wrist. The goal of this drill is to keep the ruler or pen in the same position, if the left wrist

breaks down then the strain on the ruler or pen will increase and the pressure will be felt on the

hand and wrist.Top Methods to Take the Wrists Out of the Putting StrokeTo be a good golfer,

you have to be a good putter. There is simply no way around this fact – you can't consistently

shoot good scores without the capability to roll the ball into the hole time after time. No one

makes all of their putts, of course, but you should see the ball drop in with great regularity

during a good round. If you can get through the day with somewhere between 25 - 28 total

putts, you will be well on your way to a satisfying score. If that number of putts drifts on up into

the 30s, however, your score will almost certainly be higher than you would like.While there is a

lot of feel and touch involved in good putting, it is also necessary to have quality mechanics on

your side. You need to understand the basic putting technique, and you then need to be able to

execute that technique over and over again. Ideally, you will master your technique on the

practice green so you don't even have to think about it on the course. Once on the course, you

can then just focus on reading your putts correctly, knowing that your stroke will take care of

the rest.In this chapter, we are going to focus on the specific topic of taking your wrists out of

the putting stroke. There is no room for hand or wrist action when putting – the putter should be

controlled entirely by a rocking motion in your shoulders. Your wrists need to stay out of it

entirely, which is something that is easier said than done. Hopefully, by the end of this chapter,

you will have a clear understanding of how you can swing the putter beautifully without

involving your wrists at any point.Why do you need to keep your wrists out of the stroke? It

comes down to consistency. Sure, it is possible to roll the ball into the hole once or twice using

a stroke built on wrist action, but that kind of stroke is never going to hold up over the long run.

Your wrists are controlled by small, fast-twitch muscles, and it is impossible to command those

muscles to work the same way putt after putt. There are much larger, slower muscles in your

shoulders and upper back, which is why you should put that area of your body in charge of the

stroke.A putting stroke that uses the shoulders to move the club is always going to be more

reliable than one which relies on the wrists. You will hit your line more often this way, and you

will control your speed better, as well.You should be excited about the opportunity to work on

the mechanics of your putting stroke, as this is a change that can help you score better almost

immediately. When working on your full swing, it usually takes weeks or even months before

you start to see any benefit on the course. Progress on the greens should come much faster,

however. Get out and work on your stroke in the coming days and you may post a great score

in your very next round.All of the content below is based on a right-handed golfer. If you

happen to play left-handed, please take a moment to reverse the directions as necessary.The

Role of Your GripIn order to successfully take your wrists out of the putting stroke, you need to

make sure you are taking a proper grip on the club at address. There are endless possible

variations for putting grips you can use, and many of them will work nicely. However, even



when trying various grips, you should always stick to a few key points. As long as you are able

to hit on the points listed below with regard to your grip, your putting stroke will be set up for

great performance.Handle in your palms. This is the major difference between holding the club

for a full swing and setting up for a putt. When hitting full shots, you need to run the handle of

the club along the base of your fingers, as this will allow for freedom in your wrists during the

swing. When putting, you don't want to have that freedom. In fact, you want just the opposite –

you want to restrict the movement in your wrists to make it easier to control the putter during

the stroke.To neutralize your wrists, run the handle of your putter up through the palms of your

hands. This might feel a bit awkward at first, but that is only because it is different than what

you do with the full swing. Spend some time practicing your putting while the grip of the club is

in your palms and you will soon come to appreciate the control you are afforded.Light grip

pressure. This is another key point, although this one is shared between your putting grip and

your full swing grip. No matter what kind of shot you are hitting, you should be holding onto the

club with relatively light pressure in your fingers. You never want to feel like you are squeezing

the club tightly during the swing, as that pressure is going to take away your touch on the shot.

Relax, use light grip pressure to keep control of the club, and let the stroke develop naturally

without forcing it to happen.A quiet right hand. One of the main goals for your grip should be to

keep your right hand as quiet and passive as possible. The right hand has a tendency to take

over the stroke when an improper grip is used, and too much right-hand action is a sure way to

wind up with the yips. Try various grip styles until you locate one which will take your right hand

out of the equation.It is popular for golfers to opt for a cross-handed putting style when the right

hand becomes an issue, but there are actually many options to consider. With your right hand

properly out of the picture, your stroke will stabilize and you won't have to worry much about

the action of your wrists going forward.Comfort. While your grip has a number of mechanical

boxes that it needs to check, it also needs to be comfortable. You don't want to feel awkward

while holding onto the club, as you need to be relaxed and confident when swinging the putter.

As mentioned above, some of the adjustments you need to make may feel awkward at first, but

you will hopefully settle into a comfortable feeling after a bit of practice. If not, it may be time to

explore other grip options.It is hard to hit good putts with a poor grip. While it might not be the

most exciting thing you can do at the golf course, it is a good idea to spend some time working

on your putting grip during an upcoming visit to the putting green. Even just investing a few

minutes in working on your grip can pay big dividends for years to come.A Simple DrillTo learn

how to keep your wrists out of the putting stroke, it is a good idea to use practice drills.

Specifically, the drill included in this section should help you master the feeling of rolling the

ball toward the hole without any wrist action. Consider adding this simple drill to your regular

practice putting routine and you should see the benefits sooner rather than later.For this drill,

you will only need your putter, a few golf balls, and a place to practice. It would be ideal to be at

the golf course on the practice green, but you could even work on this drill at home if you have

a good spot for some indoor putting work. Assuming you are at the course, pick out a relatively

flat putt of only a few feet in length to use for the drill. To get started, follow the steps

below.Take your stance over the first ball and get lined up properly with the hole. Even though

the main goal of this drill is not to make the putts, you still want to align yourself correctly. Never

miss a chance to work on the crucial skill of proper alignment.Place the head of the putter

behind the ball and take one last look at the hole before starting the stroke. Instead of placing

the putter head an inch or so behind the ball as you might normally, the face of the putter

needs to be pushed right up against the back of the ball. It is okay if you touch the ball at

address in this drill – there are no rules against that during practice as there are on the



course.With the setup complete, you are now going to roll the ball toward the hole. However,

instead of making your normal stroke, you are simply going to push the putter forward without

any backstroke whatsoever. That means, instead of actually hitting the ball, you are just going

to push it with the putter face. Of course, this will be odd at first. Go through a few repetitions

until you start to feel how you can roll the ball cleanly toward the hole without any backstroke.In

order to roll the ball successfully, you are going to have to keep your wrists out of the action

during this drill. If your wrists do get involved, they are only going to cause trouble – and they

will make it difficult to achieve a smooth roll. By using just your shoulders to move the club, you

can accelerate the putter head gradually, and the ball will gently leave the face before heading

toward the cup. After a bit of practice, you might even find that you are able to roll in most of

your putts with this drill.The best way to use this drill is to go back and forth between the drill

and your usual putting stroke. Roll a few balls toward the hole without making a backstroke,

then hit a couple of standard putts. Keep going back and forth for as long as you would like to

practice. In time, these two techniques will start to feel more and more similar, and you will

realize that you don't need any wrist action at all in order to hit good putts.How to Putt Cross-

HandedIf you can't seem to keep your wrists out of the putting stroke, no matter what you try, it

may be time to use the cross-handed putting grip to solve the problem. While putting cross-

handed is not a perfect solution, it can make quick work of your wrist issue. Considering the

fact that many professional golfers, including some of the very best players in the world, use a

cross-handed grip on the greens, there is obviously a lot to like about this technique. The

learning curve can be steep, however, so you should be prepared to invest some practice time

if you are going to make the switch.To putt cross-handed, simply place your left hand lower

than your right on the grip at address. That's all you need to do to get started. Many players like

to rest their left-hand pinky finger on top of the right-hand pointer finger in this grip, but that is

up to you. Find a position that feels comfortable and go from there.As you are practicing your

stroke with a cross-handed grip, keep the following tips in mind.The left-hand leads the way.

You should feel like your left hand is dominating the stroke when you putt cross-handed. In fact,

this is why most people switch to this putting style – to limit the role of the right hand. As you

swing the putter, you should feel like your left hand is in control while your right hand is just

along for the ride.Light grip pressure is still important. Regardless of how your hands are

oriented on the grip of the putter, it is still important to maintain a light grip pressure. It is

already a bit difficult to have a good feel for the speed of the ball when putting cross-handed,

so you don't want to compound that problem by holding on too tight. Take as much pressure

out of your fingers as possible at address, and feel like you are letting the putter swing freely

through the ball.Stay down all the way through impact. You might feel a tendency to lift up out

of your putts when using a cross-handed grip. To counter this feeling, you simply need to focus

on staying down all the way through the putt. Keep your eyes on the ball, keep your head still,

and accelerate the putter through impact toward the hole. It isn't going to help anything to look

up early to see where the ball is going, so be disciplined and keep your eyes down. Once the

ball is safely on its way, you can then look up to see how you have done.Practice long putts. By

far, the hardest part of learning to putt cross-handed is learning how to control your distance

on long putts. You naturally lose a bit of feel when you place your left hand below your right, so

it is going to take plenty of practice to dial in your speed control from long range. Spend a few

minutes in each practice session rolling the ball across the practice green from one side to the

other. Also, be sure to practice some long putts before starting any round, as the speed of the

greens will change from day to day.Keep the backstroke tight. If you allow your backstroke to

'wander' too far back away from the ball, you will struggle to control your speed on the way



through. You certainly don't want to be decelerating as you approach impact, so keep the

backstroke tight and give yourself the ability to speed the club up through the ball. Practice

using rather small backstrokes on your short putts and then gradually work your way up as the

putts become longer and longer.The best thing you can do to learn how to putt cross-handed is

simply to practice. By gaining experience, you will get more and more comfortable with the

mechanics of this kind of stroke. Your wrists should automatically be taken out of the stroke

with this grip, so that part of the equation shouldn't be a problem. However, you are still going

to have to adjust to the feel of this stroke in order to have success. Put in your fair share of time

on the practice green and better results on the course should follow.Other Common Putting

ProblemsPlenty of amateur golfers struggle with overactive wrists in the putting stroke.

However, that is just one of many common putting problems seen among the amateur set.

Putting gives millions of golfers trouble on a regular basis, so this last section is going to be

focused on some of the other issues you may encounter on the greens. While you are working

on taking your wrists out of the stroke, also work on solving the following problems to take

yourself toward a brighter putting future.Failure to read the green carefully. Many amateur

golfers simply take their reads for granted. While they might walk up behind the ball and take a

quick look, there is a casual attitude toward reading the greens which cause countless missed

putts. The read is the single most important part of each putt, so take your time and get it right.

In addition to looking from behind the ball, you should be taking a peek from behind the hole as

well. Remember, you need to read the elevation change of the putt in addition to reading any

side to side break which may be involved.Prioritizing line over speed. Yes, the line of your putt

is important. It is not, however, any more important than the speed you use for the putt. If you

fail to control your speed properly, your putt will be a failure, even if you get the line right. As

you prepare to hit a putt, think first and foremost about your speed. How much speed is it going

to take to have the ball reach the hole – but not have the ball race past on the other side? The

best putters are those who can control their speed beautifully over and over again. Even if you

miss your line from time to time, your putting performance overall will be quite solid as long as

you manage your speed.Getting nervous. Your nervousness is more likely to come to the

surface when putting than at any other time on the course. If you struggle with nerves while

putting, it may help to add a breathing routine to your preparation. Before you step up to hit the

putt, try taking a deep breath or two to slow yourself down. Remember that this is just a game,

and this one putt really isn't that important in the grand scheme of things. Do your best to let go

of your nerves and allow your talent to shine through. In addition to posting better scores, you

will simply have more fun on the course when you relax and focus on positive thoughts instead

of being nervous.Putting is a challenge. While it might seem simple to the outsider, any

experienced golfer knows that it is difficult to roll the ball accurately toward the hole time after

time. Hopefully, with the help of the advice in this chapter, you can successfully take your wrists

out of the putting stroke in the near future. With your wrists quiet and your shoulders in charge,

more putts are sure to find their way to the bottom of the cup.%Æ%Æ%ÆChapter 2:Whether they realize it

or not, most golfers utilize what's called an "arc" putting stroke. Think of it as a miniature

version of the golf swing, where the club travels away from the ball on a curved or arched path,

and moves past the ball in the same fashion. Another name for it is the "inside-square-inside"

stroke.The arc stroke is different from the "straight-back-straight-through" (SBST) stroke, where

the path of the putter head follows the target line back and through. (Although technically, even

an SBST stroke features a small amount of arc.)The arc stroke is considered more natural than

the SBST method because arching allows the forearms, wrists, and hands to rotate with the

movement of the shoulders. On the other hand, an arc stroke can easily go off track if your grip,



ball position, and other factors aren't in-sync. A slight miscue and you'll fail to square the blade

at impact.There are few if any absolutes in learning and maintaining an effective arc stroke.

Some golfers open and close the face several degrees on the way back and through, while

others keep it more closely aligned with the target line.As a general rule, however, the putter

face should remain perpendicular to the path of the putter (not the target line) at all times. In a

pure or perfect SBST stroke, on the other hand, the face stays perpendicular to the target line

from start to finish.One key to mastering the arc stroke is to release the putter through impact.

Again, this action is a mirror image of the full swing, with the arms rotating the face from open

to square to closed during the through-stroke. A failure to release properly, called “blocking,"

causes pushed putts, while releasing too soon may result in pulls.A good drill to ingrain a

proper putting release is to simply hit putts with your dominant hand (right hand for a righty)

while placing the lead hand behind your back. The right hand will automatically roll over, ever

so slightly, as you stroke the ball.One final note: Though the point is hotly debated, toe-

weighted putters are generally considered to work best with arc-type strokes, while face-

balanced putters are recommended for those using the SBST method.Arc Putting Stroke May

Be Your Natural MotionThe putting stroke is often overlooked in terms of golf technique, as

most people spend the majority of their practice time working on their full swing. This is a

mistake, of course, as the short game is incredibly important to your ability to score out on the

course. In fact, it would be easy to make the argument that the short game is more important

than the full swing. No matter how you decide to look at it, you are going to need to putt well in

order to post good scores – and putting well starts with a solid, repeatable stroke.Generally

speaking, there are two 'camps' when it comes to the putting stroke – those who think you

should swing the putter 'straight back and straight through', and those who think you should

swing it along an arc. While this is a debate that can get rather heated between golfers on both

sides, the truth of the matter is that it is possible to putt well while using either approach.There

have been great putters who keep the face square to the line for as long as possible, and there

are other players who putt at a high level while using an arc. If you have been using the straight

back-straight through putting method and are not happy with your putting performance, it may

be time to think about switching to the arc approach.The first step in the process of improving

your putting stroke is to determine exactly where you are today with your technique. Do you

know what kind of path you are using during the stroke? If not, it will be worth the time and

effort to head out to the putting green to do a bit of research on your technique.Make a few

strokes and watch the putter head as it swings – are you swinging on an arc, or are you

keeping the putter head as close to the target line as possible? It shouldn't take long to figure

out which side of this equation you are landing on with your current technique. Armed with that

knowledge, you will now have the opportunity to move forward while making smart decisions

that can help you sink more putts.In the end, the goal here should be simple – to pick out a

putting stroke that is comfortable and fills you with confidence. It is hard to putt well when you

don't feel confident in the stroke that you are making, so you have to be sure you fully believe

in any technique that you use. Fortunately, you can spend as much time as you need on the

practice green to work through the various options for your technique before settling on one

that works for you. As long as you are willing to put in the time and effort required, you can look

forward to a future of better performance on the greens.All of the content below is written from

the perspective of a right-handed golfer. If you happen to play left-handed, please take a

moment to reverse the directions as necessary.Benefits of Arc PuttingBefore you make any

change in your golf game, you have to have good reason to believe that the change is actually

going to make you a better player. There are countless golfers around the world who continue



to just spin in circles – they work on their games, but they don't actually get any better. Don't

count yourself among that group. When you put in time on the practice range or the putting

green, be sure that the time you spend is going to leave you a better player in the long run.So,

before you get started on making a change to your putting stroke, you should know what you

stand to gain if you make this change successfully. Following is a list of points that are often

considered to be benefits of the arc putting stroke.It mimics your golf swing. One of the biggest

advantages of using an arcing putting stroke is the fact that you will be using the same general

motion that you use for your full swing. When you hit any other kind of shot around the golf

course, you swing the club in an arc around your body. So, why should things be any different

when you step onto the putting green? Swinging the putter in a 'straight back, straight through'

pattern is totally different than all of your other swings, which means it may be harder to

master. By committing to the arc, you will be providing your game with some much-needed

continuity.Free release. The ability to release the putter head through the ball is something that

you should desire because it will help you to get the ball rolling as quickly as possible. People

who swing the putter straight down the target line never manage to release the club, and the

ball may skid off the putter face for the first couple of feet, or longer.It can take a bit of time to

master the release that is required with an arc putting stroke, but it will feel great once you are

comfortable. Players who release the putter nicely are able to achieve a beautiful roll, and they

tend to be more successful at controlling the speed of their putts as well.Comfortable stance.

Many players find the stance that they need to use for an arc putting stroke to be more

comfortable and natural than the stance required to move the putter directly down the line.

When trying to putt in a straight back-straight thorough manner, you need to bend significantly

out over the ball in order to position your shoulders correctly.That is not going to be necessary

when you allow the putter to arc. With this kind of stroke, you can stand in very much the same

way you do when chipping, although your feet should be square to the target line. Avoiding the

need to force your body into an unnatural position should mean that you can repeat this kind of

putting stroke time after time with very little variation.Speed control. This point was mentioned

briefly above, but it deserves its own point because it is so important to your success on the

greens. Most players obsess about hitting the right line while putting, but it is actually even

more important to get your speed correct. On longer putts, successfully rolling the ball the

correct speed will leave you relatively close to the hole, even if you did miss your line by a

bit.However, missing badly on speed will mean that you are going to have a long second putt –

and you may walk off the green with a three-putt or worse. Generally speaking, players who

use the arc stroke find it easier to control their speed properly, likely because they have a

better feel for the putter head. If you could benefit from better speed control while putting, this

is a method that is certainly worth a closer look.As you can see, using an arc in your putting

stroke is a method that has plenty of advantages. Of course, there is no such thing as a perfect

technique within the game of golf, as everything you do on the course comes with pros and

cons. Therefore, in the next section, we are going to look at some of the potential drawbacks

that you may experience by trying this method for yourself.Drawbacks of Arc PuttingBefore

reading through this section, it is important to understand that you won't necessarily

experience all of these downsides within your own game when you try this stroke. For some

people, the 'problems' listed below won't really be problems at all. However, they are common

enough that they need to be highlighted in order for you to make up your own mind about this

type of putting stroke. Once you know what the potential drawbacks of this style of putting are,

you can compare those points to the positives list from above in order to decide how you are

going to move forward.Hitting the line. The main reason that people use the straight back-



straight through method of putting is that they feel it is easier to hit the intended target line time

after time. Therefore, it only stands to reason that some people will feel they are unable to be

accurate when using an arc stroke. Will you be able to hit your target with the arc method?

Only time will tell – you will have to give this putting stroke a chance if you are going to know

for sure.Some players adapt to it quite nicely, while others never quite get there. Hitting your

line is always important, but it is especially key when talking about short putts. You have to

make a majority of your short putts in order to shoot good scores, but that might not happen if

you can't consistently hit your line with an arc stroke.Repeatability. Another benefit that some

people see from swinging the putter along the target line is the ability to repeat the stroke time

after time. The arc stroke is seen by some as being less consistent than the straight-line

method, meaning you may go through some hot and cold streaks on the greens when you putt

this way.While this is a valid concern, the issue of repeatability can usually be addressed

through practice time. If you put in the time needed to engrain the arc putting stroke into your

game, you should be able to perform the stroke properly time and again with very little

variance. The putting stroke is much smaller and slower than a full swing, so repeating your

motion is far easier to achieve.Added complexity. For some golfers, it is the complexity of the

arc putting stroke that causes them to look for a simpler option.There is something about the

straight back-straight through putting method that just 'makes sense' to some players. If you

would like to keep your game as simple as possible, you might want to go in the other direction

away from an arc stroke. For example, if you are someone who never really has the time to

practice your putting, it might be too much to expect yourself to learn the arc stroke.In reality,

the arc putting stroke isn't much more complicated than the straight-line stroke, but it still may

be too much to take on for the occasional golfer.The fact that the majority of professional

golfers you see playing on TV using the arc putting stroke should tell you all you need to know

about which method is capable of producing better results. Most golf instructors would agree

that the arc putting stroke is the way to go if you want to perform at a high level.However, most

would also agree that it is going to take a bit more work in order to have it succeed when you

head out onto the course. So, now that you have all of the relevant information on this topic,

you can decide whether or not you are going to spend some time learning how to putt with an

arced stroke.Giving It a TryIf you make the choice to go ahead and try the arc putting stroke for

yourself, there will be nothing left to do other than head to the course and find a good place to

practice. Pick out a spot on the practice green that features a mostly flat putting surface where

you can hit putts without having to deal with too much break. There will be plenty of time to

work on harder putts later on – make things as easy as you can for now in order to focus only

on the stroke you are making.As you are trying to make putting strokes that follow an arcing

path rather than a straight line, keep the following tips in mind –
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